a whole new way to porch.™
Are you looking for a more comfortable way to enjoy the outdoors? The innovative Expanse™ retractable screen
panels transform your porch into a new kind of living space where the brilliance of nature takes center stage.
Be a part of one of the biggest trends in home improvement with a new and exciting
kind of porch project — the first of its kind!

Quad pulley balance
system for smooth and
reliable operation

Stainless steel aircraft
cable supports the
counterbalanced sashes
for easy ventilation

Expanse™ retractable screen panels
The innovative panels designed for porch and patio enclosures offer panoramic views of the
outdoors while easily sliding open to reveal dual, top and bottom retractable screens that let
in fresh air and keep the bugs out. Expanse™ is available in extra-large custom sizes.

Innovative technology
The patented design features dual sashes that optimize natural airflow and comfort.
The counterbalanced panels make it incredibly easy to operate, and the retractable
screens simply disappear when the panels are closed.

Increase profits
Expanse™ is designed to fit a non-heated, non-air conditioned space for enclosed
porch projects — as a screen window replacement or in new construction.
Designed for easy installation — perfect for a weekend DIY project.

White

Sandstone

Standard rough opening
sizes: (white only)
44-1/2" x 72" 44-1/2" x 84"
56-1/2" x 72" 56-1/2" x 84"
68-1/2" x 72
68-1/2" x 84"

Dual sashes with
weatherstripping and
interlocking rail create a
tight seal

Brown

Custom size range:
Rough opening widths from 24" to 72
Rough opening heights from 30" to 96"

Sash lock and 3/16"
tempered glass for
added protection and
peace of mind
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Expanse™ retractable porch and patio panels are designed for areas that function as an extension of the outdoors and are appropriate only for nonheated, non-air conditioned spaces. Expanse™ panels are designed to deter some, but not all moisture. Classified for use in AAMA/NPEA/NSA 210012 Category II sunrooms. Refer to your local building code requirements specific to your location. ©2017 Genius Retractable Screen Systems

